
 

Chapter 13
Weil conjectures

This chapter is NOT part of the exam

Enjoy following Hartshorne Appendix СMilne Lectures on e'tile cohomology
chapter E

Main idea intrinsic connections

arithmetic
varietiestrfsietiesbenfinitefields.ciontraplexmmbe.rs

Explaining these connections uses many
new words but I will give some idea

Scalar extension

rings us affine schemes us schemes
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look at solutions of equations over different fields



dei A k scheme X is smooth if
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Topological invariants

Betti realization Sche Top qanalytificati.in
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without Riflestopology
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def The Betti numbers of х are
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The Euler characteristic of X is
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Ex 1 xspl.us Xan is the Riemann sphere
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2 PERP polyhedron
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Гcellular whom singular whom IP is bonobos



Rem X Eschew us still can define ECN
less explicitly than for use

Arithmetic invariants
x finite type As scheme

Nr х Х if number of pts of Xwith residue field In
If XE A is cut out by some equations
with Nflcoefficients then Nrl Х
counts solutions whose cords are in Ей
Ex X Big
MIX 5 1 Ar because
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a How to pack Nr xD nicely together
A Get inspiration from the g function

def The zeta function of X is
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Weil conjectures
Thin X smooth projective I scheme of dimension и
1 2 t 2 Х t is a rational function
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2 tht satisfies a functional equation

2 й stqh.tl tE.ZCt where EEG

3 analogue of the Riemann Кур
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where Pitt E It V2
P.lt I t Pratt 2 gut and
И Isis 2nd all roots of Pitt
are algebraic integers with
absolute value ЕЁ
4 We have EH EC 1 degPi

Moreover it X у Ig for У a smooth 2 scheme
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Arithmetic data over Far Nr is related to
topological data over E E and Bi
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2 X P я ZLX.tt ftp.T
and all the properties follow exercise

Relation to Riemann hypothesis

g function 96 Pfs
We have pslkplslkl.cl forsesCp EZ

Х finite type 2 scheme as

exhibitors
for closed pts х

Spoofs eyes
finite fields

claim If X is a finite type kosher
then it's a ft Z scheme via 2 Up all
and

g s 76 E
Ho check take log of both sides and
use basic Galois theory Ih separable ext
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Speculation If spec was an IFqeurve.GE
3 roots of alt roots of Р

alg integers with absolute value It
by Claim roots of soy have Reti

trivial zeroes aren't visible here belie
spec Is not projective one wouldneed to compactly

However Spec is not an f scheme
in particular 96 is not rational
and its roots are not algebraic integers

But one can dream to use alg ge.cn methods
to prove the Riemann hypothesis D



History

Weil proved the conjectures for Agnes
Weil conjectures would follow

formally if there was a

cohomology theory for Itgschemes
with nice properties similar to singular
cohomology of G schemes and comparable
with Hsing х 2 when X is a scheme

Alg Geon Seminar SGA at IES
Grothendieck Serve Artin Deligne
constructed I adic cohomology with
expected properties и proved 1 2 4

Methods turned out to be more important
than the statement as it often happens

Deligne proved э much harder
Riemann Кур

for the proof he wrote up SGA 4.5
and disappointed Grothendieck

who wanted to deduce from his
standard Conjectures still wide open



E adic cohomology

ltp prime
Х finite type E scheme I

algdsedfieldofcharpzeli.tt er ringofl adic integers dur

Qe's Freeze at aly closed 7 040
htt e e adic cohomology
built out of tale cohomology of X
in fact defined for all schemes

Properties
H 4 Qe are finedim Qe vector spaces

Hi e so unless Okita dim Х

в X У ft 419 Qe Hyde
there's a cup product and Poincareduality

dimhilxiQeliscoustantunderscala.rextension to КЭЙ and
for Xa smooth projective E scheme

Н х Q e а HINTZ a comparisontheorem

Lefschetz fixed point formulate
У smooth projective I scheme fixed morphism
with isolated fixed pts of multiplicity I



fixed pts of f 561 f Hill a
trace of a linear map

Ex X discrete finite set
Н Н Qe.pe the matrix off Н н

ХЕХ
on the diagonal has I for each fixed A
and 0 otherwise fixed pts trace

Main idea X smooth projective Afscme dim X h

П хуй я F I I Frobeniusmap
fixed pts if ftp.fxwithcoordsinkg i e Kafka
fixed pts of Fr pts with residue field Agr

Nr 6 fired pts off EIHT Fr Hit е
на их.tl IlexpEF rinicxaeD.Eil

example explEIFI t ECEFtt.tl
like in

24 4 Illit
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where Pitt det 1 Fat HE Qe

We get Weil conjectures except Riemann hypo
oh because QED n Get Qft
follows formally from Pineal duality
follows from comparison theorem

Toes met follow Deligne's Fields medal


